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A b s t r a c t  

In this paper, we are interested in the induction of normal clauses. We 
consider here the well-founded semantics~ based on a three-valued logics. 
The classical constraint: the learned program must cover the positive 
examples and reject the negative ones, can be too strong and we have 
defined a weaker criterion: we require that a positive (resp. negative) 
example is not considered as False (resp. True) by the learned program. 
This study has been applied in a framework in many points similar to the 
system FOIL. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

In this paper we are interested in the induction of normal programs. To our 
knowledge, only the systems FOIL and FOCL [4, 3] can learn any normal pro- 
grams but the method is purely syntactic and they do not really address the 
problem of the semantics of the learned program and of its correction relative 
to the initial specification. 

We have chosen to study this problem in a framework in many points similar 
to the system FOIL. The domain theory is expressed by ground unit clauses, the 
predicate to learn is also defined extensionally. Its definition can be complete or 
partial; it enables to study two kinds of learning: reformulation and induction 
of knowledge. 

We do not consider here the information-based heuristic that  guides the 
search in FOIL, We are interested in the comparison between the intended 
interpretation of a program and the semantics of a program that  extensionally 
covers [7, 5] the positive examples and rejects the negative ones. 

The system FOIL uses an operational semantics of negation by failure that  
has few interesting theoretical properties. We have used the well-founded se- 
mantics [6] and therefore we have changed the way the training sets were built. 

2 T h e  l e a r n i n g  f r a m e w o r k  

The aim is to learn an intensional definition of a predicate Q, from positive 
and negative examples of it .  As inputs, we give a finite set ~D (the Herbrand 
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universe) and some predicates Ri, 1 < i < j, defined extensionally on T~. The 
extension of a k-ary predicate Ri is specified by two sets ER+ and ER~ of ground 

a toms R~(tl, . . . ,  tk); E+~ U -1 ER~ represents the intended interpretat ion of Ri. 

In this paper,  the definition of R~ is total  (ER+ U ER~ = :Dk). 

We n o t e E  + = (U j E + R~) U E ~  a n d E -  = (U~ ER~) U E Q  

We use the same basic algorithm as that  of FOIL, but when a new literal 
is added, we compute differently the new sets of substi tutions T + and T i- that  
satisfy the body of a clause. 

Let T be a set of substitutions, L a positive literal and E a set of ground 
atoms. We note: 

T(T,  L, E) the set of substitutions ~r' I there exists a substi tution c~ 6 T, 
- s ppo t( ') = s pport( ) u v a r i a b l e s ( L ) ,  

- v x e s pport( ), = 

- L . ~ '  ~ E .  

At the beginning of a new clause, let POS be the set of positive examples,  
not previously covered and Lo = Q(X1, ..., X~) be the head of the clause. 

T + = T({  Id }, L0, POS); T o - = T({  Id }, L0, E ~  ); 
1- when adding a positive literal L~ to the body of the clause, 

T + = T ( T + I ,  Li, E +) and T(- = T(T~_I, L~, E - )  
2- when adding a negative literal Li = -~ L. '  

T + : T(T$1 , Li', E - ) ;  T(- = T(T(_I, Li', E +) 

3 Comple te  definition of Q and Ri 

We have formalized in [7] the bias developed in FOIL [4, 1], based on an ordering 
of D. We say that  the learned program 7 ) verifies the stratification bias if we 
can find an index k such that  for each ground instance of a clause of 7): Q(cl, 
. . . ,  c~) e-- L1, . . . ,L,~ satisfying: 
- for each positive literal Li, L~ E E +, 
- for each negative literal Li = -1 L~', L~' E E - ,  
then for each literal n~ = Q(cl ' , . . . ,  a~') or ni  -- -~ Q(cl ' , . . . ,  c~'), ck > ck'. 

When the definitions of the predicates Q and R~ are total, we have the two 

following results. 

�9 if the learned program 7) is definite and satisfies the stratification bias, 
then the set E + is the least Herbrand model of 7). 

�9 if the learned program P is a normal program and satisfies the stratifica- 
tion bias, then the set E + u -~ E -  is the well-founded model of 7). 
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4 Partial  definit ion of Q 

We consider now the case the predicate Q is partially defined ( :D n -  (E~ U EQ) 
0 ). In the 3-valued well-founded semantics, the semantics of 7) is defined by 

the set M + of the ground atoms that  are True for 7) and the set M;~ of the 
ground atoms that  are False for "P. (We note M~ the set of undefined ground 
atoms.) 

We can require that  the semantics of the learned program verifies the fol- 
lowing condition: 

1: (strong acceptability criterion) E + C M + and E -  C M~ 
i.e. each positive (rasp. negative) example is True (rasp. False) for ? ). 
The  system FOIL can learn programs that  do not satisfy this constraint. 

(An example is given in [7]). We have modified the way the sets T + and T~- 
were computed and we have defined a weaker condition on the learned program: 

2: (weak acceptability criterion) E + C M~ and E -  C_ M + 
i.e. none of the positive (rasp. negative) examples can be False (rasp. True) 

for 7 ~. This condition must be associated to a bias on the learning process that  
prevents the building of clauses like Q(X1, . . . ,  Xn) +-- -, Q(X1, . . . ,  X~) that  
would trivially satisfy this constraint. 

To achieve the condition (2), we can weaken the stratification bias given in 
section 3 [7] but as it depends on an ordering of D, we prefer using a new bias, 
which finds - when there exists one - a well-founded ordering of E~.  To do this, 

we build the A N D / O R  graph, 6 + (7)), of the positive recursive calls, defined by: 
- the elements of E~  are nodes of the graph, 
- for each ground instance of a clause of 7): Q(cl, . . .  , e,~) ~-- L1, . . .  ,Lp 

that  covers exten,sionally an element of E~ ,  we create a virtual node N, OR-son 
of the node Q(cl, ... ,c~) and having for AND-sons, the positive literals Li of 
predicate Q. 

We say that  a node is finitely dependent if there exists a finite path from 
it to a leaf and that  7 ~ satisfies the bias of positive reeursive calls when all the 
elements of E~  are finitely dependent nodes of G+ (7)) .  

Result: If the learned program 7 ) satisfies the bias of positive recursive 
calls, then it satisfies the weak acceptability criterion. (The proof uses a proof 
method adapted to the well-founded semantics [2].) 

Example: Let T) be the domain {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. All the definitions are total  
and the sets E + are defined by: 

E ~  = {(1,2), (3,2), (2,3), (1,4), (4,5), (5,1), (5,4), (5,6), (6,4)} 
E ~  = {(6)} 
E+  = {(1), (4), (5), (6)} 

We assume that  the learned program is q(X) + r2(X). 
q(X) ~-- r l  (X,Y), q(Y) 
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The first bias presented in section 3 cannot be applied since for every ordering 
of T~, there exists no index of stratification. All the nodes of E + are finitely 
dependent nodes and then :P is accepted. Here, the extensional definitions are 
total for all the predicates and P has a total well founded model (in this case, 
P satisfies also the "strong" acceptability criterion). 

5 C o n c l u s i o n  

We have studied the semantics of the learned program and defined biases so 
that  the program satisfies at least the weak acceptability criterion. 

The bias of positive recursive calls has been extended to a bias of recursive 
calls to get programs that  satisfy the strong acceptability condition. Moreover, 
this work can be applied even if the relations R~ are partially defined. 
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